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AT&T ILLINOIS’ RESPONSE TO PETITION FOR ARBITRATION

Illinois Bell Telephone Company (“AT&T Illinois”), by its undersigned counsel,

respectfully submits pursuant to Section 252(e)(3) of the Telecommunications Act of 1996

(“1996 Act”) its Response to the Petition for Arbitration filed by SprintCom, Inc., WirelessCo,

L.P. through their agent Sprint Spectrum L.P., NPCR, Inc., d/b/a Nextel Partners and Nextel

West Corp. (collectively, “Sprint”).

AT&T Michigan agrees with Sprint, subject to footnote 1 below, that the Commission

has jurisdiction to resolve the issues the Petition asks the Commission to resolve, and

respectfully urges the Commission to exercise that jurisdiction (subject to footnote 1) to resolve

the issues set forth for arbitration in the Decision Point List (“DPL”) submitted with the Petition

and the updated DPL submitted herewith.1

Sprint filed its Petition for Arbitration on October 12, 2012. That filing included a

Decision Points List (“DPL”) that set forth, among other things, the contract language the parties

were disputing, as Sprint understood it as of the date of the Petition. In addition, Sprint filed a

version of the interconnection agreement (“ICA”) the parties have been negotiating, with

1 AT&T Illinois maintains that the Commission cannot properly entertain Sprint’s proposals in Issues, 1, 11,
and 18 to include language in the ICA relating to IP-to-IP interconnection, because section 251(c)(2) of the
Telecommunications Act of 1996, which governs interconnection, does not apply to IP-to-IP traffic. The
Commission does have jurisdiction, however, to consider whether it can entertain that proposal.
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distinctive fonts that showed the contract language on which the parties had agreed; language

proposed by Sprint and opposed by AT&T Illinois; and language proposed by AT&T Illinois and

opposed by Sprint.

On October 17, 2012, Sprint filed errata to the DPL it previously filed, reflecting the

parties’ intervening resolution of several issues, as well as some clerical errors in Sprint’s

original DPL.

The parties continued to negotiate after Sprint’s October 12 filing, and have resolved

more issues. In addition, the parties have in some instances modified their contract language

proposals in ways that narrow or more clearly define the issues.

AT&T Illinois is filing herewith a current version of the DPL that differs in the following

respects from the version filed by Sprint on October 17:

1. Additional issues are shown as resolved.

2. Some contract language proposed by each party has been modified.

3. On a number of issues, AT&T Illinois has inserted “Issue Descriptions” (the

second column from the left) that it believes depict more accurately than the Issue Descriptions

on Sprint’s DPL the issues embodied in the disputed contract language. (Bear in mind that the

actual issue in all instances is what language should be included in the parties’ ICA, and that the

purpose of the “Issue Descriptions” is to articulate, primarily for the Commission’s benefit, the

disagreements represented by the opposing contract language proposals.) In some instances,

AT&T Illinois has merely revised the Issue Description that appeared in Sprint’s DPL to more

precisely characterize the disagreement represented by the opposing language proposals. In

other instances, where AT&T Illinois believes that disputed contract language that Sprint’s DPL

described in a single Issue Description actually comprises more than one disagreement, AT&T
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Illinois has inserted two or more Issue Descriptions where Sprint’s DPL showed only one; these

sub-issues are lettered (see, for example, sub-issues “(a),” and “(b)” under DPL Issue 1), so that

the Issue numbers themselves remain the same as on Sprint’s DPL.

Since Sprint has not signed off on AT&T Illinois’ revised Issue Descriptions, every issue

on which AT&T Illinois is tendering revised Issue Descriptions still shows Sprint’s Issue

Description, which is labeled as such.2

4. For each issue, Sprint’s DPL identified the contract sections to which the issue

relates. The DPL submitted herewith does so as well, but in instances in which AT&T Illinois

has broken a single issue on Sprint’s DPL into sub-issues, AT&T Illinois has reformatted and

labeled the listing of contract sections to show which sections relate to which sub-issues. In

addition, as a result of the parties’ negotiations, disputes over language for one or more sections

listed on Sprint’s DPL for certain issues have been resolved, even though the language for other

sections listed for those issues are still in dispute. AT&T’s DPL removes references to the

sections that are no longer in dispute.

5. AT&T Illinois has populated the “AT&T Position” for each issue with its own

statement of position, and has deleted the attempted statements of the AT&T Positions that

appeared in Sprint’s DPL. AT&T Illinois has left the Sprint Positions intact.

AT&T Illinois is also submitting with this Response an updated version of the ICA that is

the subject of this proceeding. Like the ICA that Sprint filed (and the contract language entries

on the DPL), this ICA shows agreed language in normal font, AT&T Illinois’ proposed

language in bold underscore, and Sprint’s proposed language in bold italics. The revised ICA

2 In a few instances where the parties narrowed an issue by agreeing on some, but not all, of the language
that was previously disputed under that issue, the Sprint Description is less accurate than it was when Sprint filed its
Petition; Sprint has not had an opportunity to revise its Issue Description in light of the partial resolution of such
issues.
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reflects the parties’ recent resolution of issues and some revised language proposals by both

parties.

AT&T Illinois respectfully urges the Commission to resolve the issues set forth on the

DPL submitted herewith by directing the parties to include in their ICA the language proposed

by AT&T Illinois and not the language proposed by Sprint.

Dated: October 29, 2012 Respectfully submitted,
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